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Batch plants

Precision raw
material handling

The accurate and reliable weighing, dosing and movement
of raw materials used in glass production is critical to final

glass quality. Raute Precision of
Finland has built a solid

international reputation for the
development of all the technology
required for batch handling, from

scales to advanced electronic control
systems. In this article the company

presents the latest technological
innovations along with recent

projects around the world.

Background and history
Finland’s Raute Precision Oy,

one of the leading suppliers of
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The Raute
batch house
at Guardian
Industries’

plant in
Geneva, US

glass raw material handling systems
worldwide, has one of the longest histories of
companies operating in the field.

The parent company, Raute Oyj, was
established 90 years ago, in 1908. Some
products which are now in Raute Precision’s
range were already being produced soon after

Raute Oyj operations got under way.
Since the beginning of 1992, Raute

Precision has been an independent company
owned by Raute Oyj. It has a workforce of
over 200 (most of whom work in Finland),
subsidiaries in Germany and Sweden, and
representative offices in Singapore and
Shanghai, China. Raute Precision’s turnover
has increased considerably during the 1990s
and totalled FM 195 million (around US$ 40
million) in 1997.
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Basic activities
Industrial weighing has

been the core business since
the very beginning of
company operation.

Raute Precision manufac-
tures scales for industrial
applications (vehicle scales,
tank scales for dry and
liquid materials, belt scales,
etc.) as well as the load cells, weighing
indicators, dosing devices and control systems
used in these scales. All electrical components
are designed, fabricated and tested in the
company’s electrical workshop.

In addition to the manufacturing of weighing
equipment, the company supplies dosing and
weighing systems for dry bulk materials to
most industrial sectors in Scandinavia. During
the last ten years, the company has expanded
this sector of business by concentrating on
supplying systems to two industry sectors
worldwide: raw material handling for the glass
industry and dry mix plants (mortars, etc.) for
the construction industry. Common to both of
these sectors is the need for accurate dosing
and weighing in the production process.

Raute Precision’s long experience and in-
depth competence in weighing, bulk material
handling and automation is the key to
delivering material handling projects also on a
turnkey basis.

Services for the glass industry
Raute is an expert in glass raw material

handling systems. The company offers batch
plants, either on a turnkey basis or in smaller
packages, in-house cullet return systems and
recycled cullet treatment plants.

The scope of the delivery package and the
scope of work can vary from installation to
installation. Raute Precision’s experts are able
to manage deliveries including concrete
foundations and concrete silos plus other
building services needed in batch plants. This
capability significantly reduces the work of

glass factory builders who
can concentrate on the glass
furnace and other facilities
in the main factory.

Raute Precision’s basic
criteria for batch plants are
the quality of the raw
material mix and the
operational reliability of the
plant.

As is well known, the most important aspect
of the glass melting process in the production
of high-quality glass is the batch plant. Any
lack of homogeneity due to inaccuracy in
dosing and inadequate mixing of raw materials
will negatively affect the quality of the glass.
By using the latest technology in weighing and
dosing techniques and control systems,
maximum dosing accuracy and batch
homogeneity are obtained.

Recent product developments
One of the latest developments in the scale

control sector is the WB-950 batch controller.
This weighing instrument communicates
directly with the feeding and dosing
equipment, by-passing the PLC. This and other
features improve the dosing accuracy of all
materials in the batch. The same development
has been applied to the conventionally
operating WB-951 weighing instrument.

Various mechanical product developments
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have also been carried out to improve the
reliability of products needed in the glass
industry, such as bucket elevators, hopper
scales, belt conveyors, diverter gates, valves,
etc. As an example of special feature product
development  for one specific glass industry
sector, Raute Precision’s subsidiary Raute Dry
Mix Oy has developed and patented a silo
bottom fluidization system, dosing flap and
fluid hose concepts for the handling of fine,
dry bulk materials. These systems can be used
in the fibre glass industry where raw materials
have to be ground very fine.

Current projects
Raute’s recent projects include batch plant

and cullet return systems for Guardian
Industries’ facilities in Geneva, in the state of
New York, US, and in Porto Real, Brazil. Both

of the new glass factories started production in
March-May this year.

Other major projects under way are a float
glass batch house for Vietnam Float Glass Co.
Ltd. (a Nippon Sheet Glass unit) in Vietnam,
Owens-Corning’s batch house expansion and
upgrading project for a plant in Norway, a new
batch house for the Vertex fibre glass factory Entire contents © 1998 by Artech Publishing S.r.l.
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RAUTE PRECISION: LATEST PROJECTS

• Installed
Guardian Industries, Geneva, US batch and cullet return

systems
Guardian Industries, Porto Real, Brazil batch and cullet return

systems

• Under construction
Vietnam Float Glass, Vietnam float glass batch house
Owens-Corning, Norway batch house expansion

and upgrading

Vertex, Czech Republic new fibre glass batch
house

Saint-Gobain, Poland turnkey fibre glass batch
house for new plant

• Design stage
Saint-Gobain, UK batch house for new float

glass plant

in Litomysl, Czech Republic, and a turnkey
batch house for Saint-Gobain’s new fibre glass
factory in Poland.

Raute Precision has also started design work
on a batch house for Saint-Gobain’s new float
glass plant in the United Kingdom.

Although the amount of new glass factory
investment in Asia has been reduced, Raute
Precision has been successfully competitive in
Europe, where investment activity has been at
least on the same level as that of the past few
years. Current projects and new orders suggest
that Raute’s reputation remains strong and will
continue to attract the world’s major glass
producers.

Batch house
floor
arrangement
at Guardian
Industries,
Porto Real,
Brazil
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